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THE OBJECTIVES OF
“TO THE POINT”

“To the Point” is a communicative quarterly article
issued under the aegis of Bowls South Africa and
written on their behalf by the members of the
National Standing Committee - Technical Officials.
It is sent to all bowls club secretaries and is
available on the Bowls South Africa web site.
The basic objectives of “To the Point” are:
a) To stay in communication with bowlers on
legal matters of interest.
b) To make mention of some lesser known
and/or misunderstood laws of the Sport of
Bowls.
c) To explain and clarify, in a pleasing way
any misinterpretations of specific laws as
those laws apply to the Sport of Bowls
d) To stimulate an interest among bowlers
that will assist in improving their
knowledge and enjoyment of the game by
knowing what is permissible and “What
should not be done”.
e) To train willing bowlers to become
competent markers and technical officials
by conducting outcomes based courses
approved by the Department of Training
and Education under the South African
Qualification Authority Act of 1995. To
attain this
objective
courses
are
conducted by suitably qualified technical
officials in the districts.

2.

PICK-UP IRONS

Scenario 1
A player at the head leaves a pickup iron
unattended on their rink of play, behind where
players are standing. A bowl or jack in play is
stopped and or deflected by the pick-up iron.
Scenario 2
A player is standing 2m behind the head
holding an iron. A bowl or jack in play is
stopped and or deflected by the iron.

Law 1.3.23.2.1: A jack, bowl or other object not
belonging to any player on the rink of play.
Law 1.3.23.2.2: A line jack or a line bowl
belonging to a player on an adjoining rink; or
Law 1.3.23.2.2: A dead bowl that is at rest and has
not been removed from the rink of play.
ANSWER: No, the pick-up iron is not a neutral
object. If it belongs to a player on the rink in
question, it is treated in the same way as if the
jack or bowl has come into contact with the person
using it.
The pick-up iron is not seen to be a neutral object,
but a means of assistance to the player, similar to
a player making use of a wheelchair.
Should the pick-up iron belong to or be in use by a
player of a neighbouring rink, it will be considered
as a neutral object.
Similarly, if a player drops a cloth or measure or
anything that belongs to them and a bowl or jack is
displaced by that object, it is considered to be part
of that player and the individual or team will be
penalised accordingly.

3.

ONDER 25 TOERNOOI
EDENVALE, 2013

BY

Diegene wat nie die voorreg gehad het om die
geleentheid by te woon nie het voorwaar iets
besonders misgeloop.
Hierdie jong mense het nie net voortreflike
rolbal gespeel nie maar ‘n gees van
kameraadskap en welwillendheid getoon
waarby menige senior speller kan kers
opsteek.
Opvallend uit ‘n skeidsregters oogpunt was die
dissipline wat hulle gehandhaaf het ten opsigte
die toepassing van die Reëls van die Spel
Rolbal. Selde was dit nodig om ‘n speller aan
te spreek oor voetfoute.
Dit was ‘n plesier om te skeidreg by hierdie
geleentheid.

4. RECOGNISING A STROKE
Scenario 3
A player is standing 2m behind the head with his
iron right next to or in front of them but not being
held. A bowl or jack in play is stopped and or
deflected by the iron, before the player can react.
QUESTION: Is the iron considered to be a neutral
object?
RELAVENT LAWS:
Law 1.3.23.2: Defines a neutral object.

A neurologist is quoted if he can get to a
stroke victim within three minutes, he can
totally reverse the effect – totally. He said
the secret was getting a stroke recognised,
diagnosed, and getting the patient medically
cared for within three hours, which is tough.
Sometimes the symptoms of a stroke are
difficult to identify and unfortunately, the lack
of awareness spells disaster. The stroke

victim may suffer severe brain damage when
people nearby fail to recognise the
symptoms.
S Ask the person to S mile.
T Ask the person to T alk
R Ask the person to R aise both arms.
If the person has trouble with any one of
these tasks, get them to hospital
IMMEDIATELY
Another sign of a stroke is: Ask the person to
stick out their tongue. If the tongue is crooked
or if it goes to one side, it is an indication of a
stroke.

5.

MARKING A TOUCHER

a) Giving away the mat after you won the
toss.
b) The marking of touchers.
c) All the options a skip (team) has after a
bowl or the jack is displaced during play,
either by their own player, an opponent or
a neutral person or object.
If you are a qualified technical official it is worth
your while to update your knowledge. If you are
not qualified you might consider attending the next
course presented in your district.
How can a person take part in and enjoy a sport if
they do not know the rules of that code?
It is unbelievable how many district players do not
even possess a law book; some might, but is it the
current edition?

7.

SPORTSMANSKAP!

How many times do we see that a skip or a
third marks an opponent’s bowl as a toucher?
Why?
Most will tell you it is sportsmanship. Do you
play bowls to show your opponents how good
a sportsman you are, or do you play to win?
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Law 25.1 “A toucher should be marked
with chalk by a member of the team that
delivered the bowl or the marker as soon
as it comes to rest.”
Now, if your opponents do not know to mark their
own touchers, why do you want to do it for them?
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If a toucher is not marked or nominated as a
toucher as soon as it comes to rest, what will
happen?
Law 25.3: If, before the next delivered bowl comes
to rest or, in the case of the last bowl of an end,
before a period of 30sec that applies under law
40.1. a bowl is neither marked nor nominated; it is
no longer a toucher.”
Why do you want to give your opponent an
advantage of having a toucher on the rink if they
are not familiar with the laws?
If that unmarked toucher ends up in the ditch
during play it is a dead bowl and must be removed
from the ditch. Your opponent cannot now claim
that it was a toucher, as it should have been
marked before the next bowl came to rest.
In conclusion, by not marking your opponents’
touchers, it is not bad sportsmanship; it is gaining
an advantage because you know the laws of the
game.
6.

ADVANTAGES OF KNOWING
THE LAWS

During the last Level 3 course one group exercise
was that each group worked through the law book
and compiled a list of all the advantages a team
had over a team which did not know the laws.
Each group came up with an unbelievably long list,
including:
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9
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12
13

Betoon respek en wees vriendelik
teenoor almal saam met wie en teen wie jy
sal speel.
Moenie windmaker wees om net te
beïndruk nie.
Sê “Goeie wedstryd!” na die tyd, ongeag
of jou teenstander(s) gewen of verloor het.
Gee erkenning aan die ander span as
hulle goed speel.
Leer die reels van die sport.
Daag betyds op vir oefeninge en
wedstryde, selfs al is jy die ster van die
span – jou spanmaats en afrigter sal dit
waardeer.
Luister na jou afrigter en volg sy of haar
instruksies.
Moenie met beamptes argumenteer as jy
nie met hulle beslissings saamstem nie.
As jy nie iets verstaan nie, vra beleefed,
liefs na die tyd.
As jy niks goed vir jou opponent (e) kan sê
nie, bly liewer stil.
Moenie verskoonings maak (soos “ek het
my voet seergemaak”) as jy verloor het.
Selfs al speel jy beter as jou spanmaats,
elkeen moet ‘n kans kry. Dit beteken dat jy
ook maar soms moet uitsit. Doen dit
sonder teëpraat.
Speel regverdig: Wie kul, sal op die lange
duur nie wen nie.
Geniet dit. Moenie vergeet dat dit eintlik is
waaroor sport gaan nie.

Bovermelder gedeeelte kom uit die boek
“Verbeter jou Sportprestasie deur Emosionele
Intelligensie”, geskryf deur Dr. Ronél le Roux.
Dit is van toepassing op alle sportsoorte en
indien dit toegepas word, sal sport net vorentoe
kan gaan.

8. AND WHAT HAPPENS NOW?
The last bowl of Team A has been played in an
end. Team B appears to have the shot with a
“line bowl” which is at rest partly in and partly
outside the rink of play. The lead and second of
Team A question the validity of Team Bs “line

bowl”. The umpire is called to assess the validity
of the “line bowl”. To assist the umpire with the
line measure the third of Team B proceeds to the
opposite end of the rink. The third of Team B has
a look and decides it is live and claims the shot,
and so informs the third of Team A, and then
after breaking up the head, moves back to the
opposite end of the rink. The third of Team B
meets up with the umpire and the opposing third
and informs them that the umpire’s services are
longer required. The Third of Team A, with their
front rank, shrug the incident off believing that if
the shot means that much to Team ‘B’ let them
take it and the umpire retires to the bank.
In Section 9 of the Law Book, (Result of an
end) Law 39.2 states:
No bowl should be removed until the opponents
have agreed whether it is a shot or not, except
where a bowl has to be moved so that another
bowl can be measured.
In Section 6 of the Law Book, (Movement of
bowls) Law 28.4.1 states:
If a bowl is displaced by a player when marking it
as a toucher or by the equipment being used by
a player during measuring, an opponent should
put it back to its former position.

Having digested all of that, the writer was asked
to assess a specific brand, a comfortable and
durable shoe. No names; no pack drill. The
upper part of the shoe is totally acceptable. The
only problem not permitting this type of shoe to
be worn on a bowling green is the design of the
sole.
The indented grooves are too deep, of a “V”
shape making the sole unsuitable. Added to this,
there are protuberances from the ridges at the
bottom of the sole; such factors do not bode well
for the green.
As stated at the start, people are aware of the
rate of inflation being experienced and this also
impacts on the maintenance cost of the green. In
this regard, the sole of a bowls shoe should
cause the minimum amount of wear and tear to
the surface of the green.
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N B Law 28.4.1, in this instance, does not come
into effect as the third of Team ’A’ did not use
any measuring equipment in arriving at a
decision.
Depending on the sensitivity and/or the status of
the game, Team ‘A’ could appeal to the
controlling body and as there is no stated penalty
for this instance, in the definitions – Law 1.3.10
defines a Forfeited Game as a game that is
awarded to an opponent as a penalty for the
defaulting player, team or side not meeting with
the requirements of one or more laws.
9.

BOWLS SHOES

Most bowlers are acutely aware of the steady
rate of inflation being experienced and with this
in mind people look for acceptable alternatives.
Bowls shoes are often a factor in this direction.
Bowls South Africa’s Domestic Regulations and
Conditions of Play describe requirements for
bowls shoes for both men and women:
Players, umpires and markers shall wear
conventional shoes or sports shoes which have
a continuous smooth sole, with a channel rise in
the middle of the sole, as long as the sole is
clearly in one piece and the heel area does not
sit a different height to the front of the shoe. To
assist with traction the sole can have indented
grooves up to 2mm (thickness of a matchstick),
but no protuberances. The width of the rear part
of the shoe shall be at least 50% of the widest
part of the sole. Conventional sandals are
acceptable providing that they have a back strap.
The national authority reserves the right to allow
or disallow the use of specific colours and
brands of footwear.

Comments may be E-mailed to any of the
Committee Members.
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Any bowler who would like to receive a copy of
this newsletter will find it on the Bowls SA web
site.
All District Secretaries will receive a copy.

